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Playsafe Development News 
Quantum Handheld Updates

Feature #3742: Multi-Site Support

In previous versions, for customer systems that have multi-
ple sites defined, the machine selection screen would always 
offer all known machines across all sites.
 
 
In v4.2 if multiple sites exist, then an additional drop down 
list is available to select machines for a single selected site 
only, or machines for “All Sites”. If there is only a single site, 
this list is hidden.
 
This new feature can help for example, if the user is entering 
meter readings for machines in a single site only.

Feature #3764: Site Totals Now Includes Manual Entry Items

In previous versions, the “Review Site Summary” option 
on the “Review Data” screen summarised cash and ticket 
counts only.
 
 In v4.2 there is now an additional tabbed page to review 
manual entries by site too. 

This will display
• Site totals by manual entry type, for all machine
• Machine total, for all manual entry types
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Feature #3860: Warn User Of Missing Data

Handheld v4.2 now has an additional setup 
option controlling whether or not the user 
should be alerted to “missing data” (cash counts 
and/or meter readings).

If this option is enabled, then it alerts the user 
to missing data:

Before synchronising with Quantum

On reviewing data:

Tip: No warnings are expected if there is no data 
available for upload (i.e immediately after a sync)

Tip: If the “Show Locations” setup option is ena-
bled then machines will be identified via location 
no. (if available) rather than machine reference.

Feature #3990: Counted Cash 
To Be Able To Be Entered As 
Count Or Value

In previous versions of Handheld cash 
counts could be manually entered by 
inputting the quantity (count) of each 
coin & note denomination.
 
Handheld v4.2 now has an additional 
setup option controlling whether or 
not the user is expected to enter the 
denomination counts, or the total 
values

Where count is enabled the 
screen displays:

Where value is enabled the 
screen dispays:
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Feature #4102: Quantum Controlled Privileges

Using QAdmin v6.1.39 or later, the user is 
able define Handheld privileges per user.

On Handheld v4.2 these assigned privileges 
are applied per user and affect which menu 
options are available.

Manager Supervisor Ticket Validation Only

Tip: Within Settigns if a user has the priviledge to access a feature, the user may still choose to not 
have that feature offered on the main menu. 

However, if the user does not have the priviledge, then although the feature may be visible within 
Settings, the option is read only and the user cannot select whether  the feature will be offered or 
not, and the feature will never be offered to that user on the main menu.

Feature #3599: Ability to redeem an TITO ticket which has previously 
expired

Various bug fixes and performance improvements detailed in full release notes, which can be 
provided upon request.


